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Autonomous soaring

Introduction

Small electric unmanned 
aerial systems (UAS)

Capable sensing

Limited range/endurance

Thermalling

Soaring electric UAS
Comparable endurance to 
solar-powered4

Payload/performance 
flexibility
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Image: Glider Flying Handbook, Chapter 10: Soaring  techniques, 
Flight Standards Service, Federal Aviation Administration, 2013, 

FAA-H-8083-13A.



Literature review (Autonomous soaring)

• Allen and Lin (2005,2007) estimate a thermal location based on an 
assumed model and energy time rate. Flight test results showed an 
average altitude gain of 173 m/thermal11,5

• Edwards (2008) presents flight test results; local updraft speed 
estimated and grid of nodes evaluated to determine the thermal 
center6

• Depenbusch and Langelaan (2010) implement receding horizon 
control to optimize energy gain given local knowledge of a wind 
field10

• Lawrance and Sukkarieh (2011) simultaneously explore and exploit 
a wind field using Gaussian process model for mapping with 
energy-efficient path planning 9

• Andersson (2012) et al implement stable thermal centering with 
flight test results using energy time rate for thermal identification4

Introduction
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Literature review (Thermal localization)

• Most flight test implementations detect or estimate 
thermal locations by measuring aircraft energy and 
looking for external wind4,5,6 

• Remote detection using visual or IR camera
– Akhtar7 conducted field trials with an IR camera

● Detected “hot spots” on ground and clouds
● Could be used to infer thermal locations

– Sheng et al.8 describe calibration of a thermal IR camera for UAS 
flights

● Not intended for thermal soaring
● Same architecture might be used for remote thermal detection

Introduction
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Reinforcement learning (RL) for autonomous soaring

• Autonomous navigation to thermal

• Novel approach to soaring: generate reference bank 
angle commands to reach and circle the thermal using 
RL

• Three advantages:
– Generation of reference trajectories online reduced to table 

lookup
– Robustness to model uncertainty
– Q-learning gives flexibility to tailor performance via reward 

shaping

Introduction
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Reinforcement learning

• Sequential decision making based on experience 
interacting w/ environment

• Attempts to maximize rewards received
– Given state s, select an action a (policy)
– Based on the next state, receive a reward r

• Similar problem structure to dynamic programming
– No knowledge of state transition function or reward structure req’d

• Constructs or approximates value functions:
– State-value function V(s)
– State-action value function Q(s,a)

Introduction
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Q-learning algorithm

• α: step-size parameter; γ: discount-rate parameter; r : 
reward received

Control policy
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Q-learning for autonomous soaring (1)

• Two assumptions
– UAS has low-level feedback control
– Thermal location is known

• Dynamic sailplane model implemented with Q-learning 
for lateral/directional guidance to thermal

• Q-learning: discrete-time commands at slow rate (~1 Hz)

• Continuous-time roll and pitch controllers
– Roll control is proportional-integral-derivative (PID)
– Pitch controlled by state feedback regulator

• Near thermal, different controller used for circling

Control policy
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Q-learning for autonomous soaring (2)

• Q-learning guidance algorithm:
– Initialize the state: r (range to thermal), λ (azimuth to 

thermal relative to aircraft heading), φ (bank angle)
– Loop over 500 discrete time steps, or until a break 

condition is met:
● Choose action from available changes in bank: Δ = {0, – Δφ, Δφ}
● Simulate with commanded bank angle Δ+φ for TQ seconds
● If r > R1, the maximum allowed range, receive a penalty reward 

and break. 
● If r < R2, the effective radius of the updraft, receive a goal reward 

and break. 
● Else, receive no reward and continue.

Control policy
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Q-learning settings

• PID, LQR continuous-time 
control laws

• Updraft model (Allen 2005)

• Thermal size  arbitrary

Aircraft modeling and simulation
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• Updraft radius  steady level 
turns

• Updraft strength  circling 
simulation length

• R1 = 1200 m
• R2 =  460 m
• |φ| < 30o
• TQ = 5 sec
• Δφ = 5o
• Δr = 50 m
• Δλ = 5o



Aircraft model
Aircraft modeling and 
simulation

Linear decoupled 
longitudinal and 
lateral/directional models 
from Refs. [1] and [15]

Glider dynamics 
representative of small 
UAS

Schweizer SGS 1-36
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Thermal circling control law

• Feedback control used to create baseline 
results of energy gains from circling 
thermal

• Future RL-based circling

• Lyapunov-based feedback control law 
designed

– Guaranteed convergence* to desired 
circling radius

– Feedback gain KL = 0.25 used

• Using Allen (2005) as a baseline, target 
radius is 0.6R2

Aircraft modeling and simulation
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Simulation framework

• RL navigation agent trained on 100,000 episodes, ε-greedy policy

• For learning Q, the state is initialized randomly within
– 500 m ≤ r ≤ 700 m
– -135o ≤ λ ≤ 135o
– Φ = 0
– Z = -300 m
– All other perturbed states zero

• Evaluated w/1000 Monte Carlo simulations

• If aircraft reaches the thermal, circling controller used for 1000 sec

• Expanded initial conditions: 250 m ≤ r ≤ 700 m, -135o ≤ λ ≤ 135o,      
-15o ≤ Φ ≤ 15o

• 96.2% success in reaching thermal

Aircraft modeling and simulation
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Monte Carlo results (1)

Numerical results
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Monte Carlo results (2)

Numerical results
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Baseline circling results (1)

• Circling controller simulated for 1000 seconds
• Baseline for later work
• Plots:

– Time before normalized energy reaches its initial 
value

– Peak altitude while circling

• In 51 cases energy still increasing at t = 1000

Numerical results
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Baseline circling results (2)

• Mean final time: 151.3 sec

• Median final time: 118.2 
sec

• Mean change in altitude: 
50.1 m

• Standard deviation: 69.9 
m

• 140 altitudes show outlier 
behavior

Numerical results
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Conclusions

• Novel method for guidance to thermal updraft
– Low computational overhead in implementation
– Somewhat model-agnostic
– Flexibility to tailor performance via reward shaping
– Preliminary agent succeeds in 96.2% of cases, including some initial 

conditions not used in learning

• Future work:
– Disturbance tolerance
– RL for circling flight
– Test model-agnosticism
– Thermal localization
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Dynamic model
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Q-learning background

• Decision agent attempts to learn                which is the 
true value of taking action     in state 

• Q-learning algorithm approximates  by learning a 
mapping, designated 

• guaranteed to converge to       in infinite learning 
episodes (Watkins and Dayan, 1992)

• Convergence is policy independent
• Explicit model of system not required for learning
• ε-greedy policy used for learning

– Decision agent takes a random (exploratory) action with 
frequency ε

– ε = 1 initially and is decreased as learning progresses

Control policy
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Thermal circling control law
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Updraft model (1)

• From Allen (2005)

•  w* =2.56 m/s and zi = 660 m: scale parameters

•  z : above-ground altitude

• Updraft magnitude:

• Updraft diameter:

• Zero updraft outside the thermal assumed

Aircraft modeling and simulation
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Updraft model (2)

• From Allen (2005)

• Zero updraft outside the thermal assumed

• Updraft applied to vehicle as a disturbance

• Value of flying to thermal not considered; for RL purposes, thermal 
size is arbitrary

• Updraft radius sized so that the SGS can circle with steady level 
turns of 30o at 300 m altitude

• Updraft height chosen so that energy reaches a peak within 1000 
seconds of circling in most simulations

Aircraft modeling and simulation
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Low-level control laws

• Bank angle PID control law: 
– Kp = 5.5
– Ki = 0.1
– Kd = 7.0

(subject to   with δmax = 25o)

• Elevator (δe) control: Linear Quadratic Regulator

Aircraft modeling and simulation
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Simulation framework

• North-east-down X-Y-Z inertial coordinate system

• Standard aircraft body reference frame

• 3/2/1 Euler angle attitude parameterization through ψ/θ/Φ
• For learning Q, the state is initialized at  500 m ≤ r ≤ 700 m,    

-135o ≤ λ ≤ 135o,Φ = 0, Z = -300 m; all other perturbed states 
zero.

• RL navigation agent trained on 100,000 episodes using 
ε-greedy policy

• Evaluated on 1,000 Monte Carlo simulations

• When the aircraft reaches the thermal, the circling controller is 
switched on and performance evaluated for 1,000 seconds

Aircraft modeling and simulation
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